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From the Dean
At the University of Dayton School of Engineering, we are
transforming engineering education to improve the student
experience and to advance our Research for the Common Good.
This transformation is embodied by the updated chapel logo and brand
identity the University rolled out this past summer. That identity
— confident, welcoming, and devoted to the common good — is a
reflection of our Catholic, Marianist character.
As part of our strategic planning process, we developed this impact
report to share just a few of the stories of how our faculty, staff, and
students are impacting our University and our world. Here are some
highlights of our work in these key areas:
1. Cultural Impact
For 20 years now, the Minority Engineering Program (MEP) has been a driver of diversity on campus.
MEP uses peer support, mentoring, academic guidance, and professional networking to graduate
successful engineers.
2. Societal Impact
From bridge foundations to artificial intelligence and machine learning, our researchers are making the
world a better, safer, and more productive place.
3. Organizational Impact
The School of Engineering’s Office of Student Success and the University’s fixed net-price tuition plan
are helping retain and graduate students in eight semesters.
4. Experiential Impact
Innovation, creativity, and entrepreneurship are big engineering buzzwords, but how do you turn
ideas into action? Engineering professors and students are working across disciplines applying these
concepts to address Dayton’s opioid epidemic.
If you would like additional information on any of these areas of impact, please feel free to reach out to me.
My best,

Eddy Rojas, Dean
School of Engineering
erojas1@udayton.edu
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Engine For Diversity
Over the past 20 plus years, the Minority Engineering
Program (MEP) has become a driver of diversity at the
University of Dayton, according to one of the men who has
been involved for most of that time.
“MEP has been a prime engine for diversity on this campus,”
said Maceo Cofield, who spent years as a fund raiser and
program leader before his recent retirement. “There is
substantial evidence the MEP model works.”
“MEP has helped with the recruitment of high school
students, it has improved retention rates and it has certainly
led to greater success for our engineering students,” Cofield
said. “It gives our students a feeling of UD being a good

Cultural
Impact

cultural fit and being at home. MEP is like family.”
According to Laura Bistrek, executive director of the
Diversity in Engineering Center, MEP is a big commitment
on the part of the School of Engineering because it is a
program that is “intentionally intensive.”
“This is a valued program that students want to participate
in,” Bistrek said.
The keys to success include peer support, mentoring,
academic guidance and professional networking
opportunities. The Minority STEM Summer Bridge Program
helps minority students make the transition to college life
and hit the ground running at the beginning of the academic
year. Upper class students lead study tables and bi-weekly
workshops, which are offered for academic success and
professional development.
In the 12 years she has been back on campus, Bistrek, a UD
civil engineering alum, expanded and strengthened the MEP
program, which became part of the Diversity in Engineering
Center (DEC) she now oversees. The DEC provides
programming for underrepresented minorities, women,
and international engineering students as well as manages
student recruitment for the School.
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Gerica Brown, an MEP alumnus and mechanical

first two years as engineering students,” Brown

engineer, became director of MEP in 2016. She now

said. “Through this engagement, students build

leads a growing program with approximately 140

community with one another where they offer

first- and second-year participants.

support, encouragement, accountability and

“MEP works because we are able to ensure all

mentorship to one another.”

MEP students are engaged throughout their

MEP works because we are able to ensure all MEP students are
engaged throughout their first two years as engineering students.
Through this engagement, students build community with one
another where they offer support, encouragement, accountability
and mentorship to one another.
— Gerica Brown
Gerica Brown
Director, Minority Engineering Program
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According to Brown, the Diversity in Engineering Center partners with enrollment management
and other campus leaders to support recruitment strategies for first generation college students, as
well as those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, and minority students who wish to pursue
engineering.
MEP participants receive a $2,500 renewable scholarship for their participation. Due to the
growth in MEP student enrollment, including a record setting class last year, the School of
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Engineering is looking to corporations and private donors to supplement the School’s healthy
investment and existing endowment.
“Diversity does not just happen,” said Dean Eddy Rojas. “It requires an intention to be inclusive and
a great deal of hard work. The entire Diversity in Engineering Center team has worked extremely
hard to make everyone feel welcome in the School of Engineering. They are dedicated to the
students they serve becoming successful engineering professionals.”
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Deep Thoughts
University of Dayton researcher Tarek Taha hopes his third
National Science Foundation award is a charm in his quest
to develop a brain-inspired computer chip that can learn
by itself and be more secure, efficient, and compact than
current chips.
“Anything small you need to be smart and powerful. The key
is teaching the chip to learn and then apply it. One thing that
differentiates us is we’re looking at learning on the chip,” said
Taha, who is using a three-year, $440,000 National Science
Foundation award to work toward that goal. “We want to
make these systems more autonomous, or independent of
outside systems.”

Societal
Impact

Modern intelligent systems such as self-driving cars
typically ship data gathered throughout the day to servers
at the manufacturer’s facility for processing. This process
will likely move into smaller items as artificial intelligence
further pervades our everyday lives, Taha explained.
“But chips like these can be more expensive in terms of
energy and time, especially energy,” he said. “Plus, if you
cannot connect to the Internet or share data, or need
enhanced security or do not want to share data, a chip like
this is important.”
Robots could also benefit from a learning chip.
“Big batteries in robots are heavy. Batteries and computing
components take up most of the space in robots,” Taha said.
“This can shrink the size of robots.”
Deep learning, an artificial intelligence approach that has
caught fire, is at the root of making this work, according to
Taha.
“Deep learning has created a mini-revolution in the industry
by replacing decades-old approaches,” he said. “Deep
learning involves mimicking what we think the human brain
may do, teaching a system. And once you teach it, it works on
its own. This latest project is to do the actual teaching.”
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Tarek Taha is an associate professor of electrical and computer engineering who has received three National Science Foundation grants, including a
CAREER award, for his work in autonomous systems.

The U.S. Postal Service has been using deep

of teacher-scholar through outstanding research.

learning to recognize handwritten digits, Taha said,

A few years ago, he received another NSF award

adding that the multibillion-dollar deep learning

to examine ways to make computers smarter by

industry hopes to ramp up to large-scale networks

mimicking human brains.

for applications like Google voice translation and
others.

Taha’s research uses a type of nanoscale device,
known as a memristor, which retains memory

Taha has been a rising researcher in the artificial

without power. His group has applied for four

intelligence field for a decade.

patents for their work.

In 2007, the National Science
Foundation awarded
Taha, then at
Clemson University,

Taha’s group is in the process of designing a new
computer chip that can provide the equivalent
performance of an entire supercomputer, while
consuming nearly 1 million times less energy.

a $400,000
CAREER award
that supports
junior faculty who
exemplify the role
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Piles of Research
America has an infrastructure problem.
According to the American Society of Civil

Bilgin, an expert in soil mechanics and foundation

systems and other forms of infrastructure pull

engineering, is developing a model to predict the

a grade of D+. Although the nation’s bridge

temporary loss of load bearing capacity that can

infrastructure earns a grade of C+, about nine

occur when piles (bridge foundations) are driven

percent of the nation’s bridges are in need of major

into the ground during construction. The piles,

repair or replacement and seven percent of Ohio’s

most often made of steel and concrete, transfer the

bridges are rated as structurally deficient.

loads of the bridge deep into the ground and are

Ohio Department of Transportation and Federal



and less costly bridge construction.

Engineers, the country’s roads, bridges, wastewater

With a $440,000 research project funded by the

10

model and design methodology to allow for quicker

held in place by the frictional resistance of the soil
against the pile.

Highway Administration, University of Dayton civil

The force of the piles being driven into the ground

engineering researcher Ömer Bilgin is developing a

disturbs the soil, creating a temporary loss of load
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Ömer Bilgin, associate professor of civil engineering, is an expert on soil mechanics and foundation engineering. He is working with the Ohio
Department of Transportation and Federal Highway Administration to develop a model and design methodology to allow for quicker and less costly
bridge construction.

carrying capacity. Traditionally, contractors have

design capacity. The result will be a predictive

had two choices: adding additional length of pile

model that he will then test and refine in the field

and driving them deeper or halting pile driving

by monitoring construction sites in the buckeye

and waiting until the disturbed soil “sets up” and

state over two years.

regains its strength. Both choices increase costs
and delay construction.
“The associated costs can be hundreds of thousands
of dollars on these big projects,” Bilgin said.
Bilgin and his team will be reviewing and analyzing
bridge construction data from Ohio and three

Having a model to predict pile capacity gain over
time will allow civil engineers to better design
bridge foundations and eliminate the need for
contractors to add additional length of pile or to
halt pile driving to perform capacity testing before
proceeding with construction.

surrounding states over the past 15 years to look
for correlations between the types of pile used, soil
conditions and the time needed to reach the pile’s
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Supporting Student Success
Over the past ten years, the financial strain of the Great
Recession combined with the rising cost of tuition have led to
dramatic changes in how student success is measured. There
is increased pressure to shorten time to degree and for that
degree to lead to meaningful employment.
Both the University and the School of Engineering are
addressing these concerns by introducing innovative
and personalized solutions designed to better retain and
graduate students.
In 2013, the University introduced its fixed net-price tuition
plan, promising incoming students that their financial aid
packages would rise in sync with any tuition increases over

Organizational
Impact

eight semesters—keeping steady the effective price students
pay.
The results were impressive. The four-year graduation rate
for the class of 2017 rose by eight percentage points to a
record 67 percent. Overall, student borrowing was reduced
by 22 percent to just under $18,000 for this first class to
enroll under net-price tuition.
At the academic level, the School of Engineering made a
significant investment in 2016 to create an Office of Student
Success with the goal of improving overall student retention.
One area of focus is the nearly 30 percent of engineering and
engineering technology students who enter the School with
undecided majors.
According to Michelle Strunks, assistant dean, the Office
of Student Success (OSS) is composed of three full-time,
professional advisers and five part-time, all of whom are
engineering professionals. The School of Engineering’s
model has the office serving students through the first
semester of their sophomore year. Students then receive
advising from a faculty member in their home department
until graduation.
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Peer mentors like Barry Biondic, a fourth-year mechanical engineering major, staff
the front desk at the Office of Student Success. Mentors assist first-year students by
answering questions ranging from what a professor’s class is like to how they choose
their major.
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Judith Butts advises first- and second-year mechanical engineering majors. All Office of Student Success advisers hold degrees in engineering.

The idea is to give students three semesters to take
classes and explore options. “OSS staff know about
all of our majors here and across campus. They
really help students find their career passion,” said
Scott Segalewitz, associate dean for experiential
learning and student success.
He believes having professional advisers and
providing accessible, one-stop service will
eventually improve retention and graduation rates,
but it will be two years before data are available to
support that theory. What is clear is that advising
newly minted college students is time consuming.
“First-year advising is different from the remaining
three to four years of advising,” Strunks said. “It is
much more involved and encompasses everything
from life skills coaching to academic skills building
to career planning.”
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The number one issue for first-year students?
“Students get overwhelmed because many of
them breezed through high school. In a rigorous
engineering program like UD’s, everyone has to
study and many need to learn to ask for help,”
Strunks said.
While OSS enforces FERPA privacy laws, today’s
students are very in touch with mom and dad, so
advisers frequently find themselves in partnership
with parents as well as students.
Advisers work closely with all engineering
departments and liaise with other studentserving offices across campus including athletics,
cooperative education, study abroad, the Diversity
in Engineering Center, University honors, disability
services and other academic units, to name just
a few.

Amanda Delaney, a mechanical engineering

with the Office of Learning Resources to help train

graduate student who is employed as a peer adviser

engineering tutors and meet student needs for

in the office, thinks the new approach is “definitely

accommodations.

better” than when she was a new undergraduate
trying to learn where to get her many questions
answered.

Additionally, OSS staff oversee EGR 150 and 151,
two semesters of mandatory study workshops
where upper level students help first-year students
with calculus, chemistry and physics assignments,

“Advisers are in the office and accessible. They
are more well-rounded and knowledgeable about

and EGR 102, a weekly seminar where new

resources beyond the department,” Delaney said.

students learn about UD resources and the skills

“Students I speak with feel that our advisers really
care about them and take the time to help with

needed to become successful college students.
“There is a general consensus that the Office of

things outside of engineering.”

Student Success has not only helped us be on the

In addition to their advising responsibilities,

same page in serving students, but has increased

OSS staff assist in the scheduling of all incoming

the level of student satisfaction,” Segalewitz said.
“And that helps us fulfill our mission.”

students for classes, perform course credit
evaluations for all transfer students and partner

There is a general consensus that the
Office of Student Success has not only
helped us be on the same page in serving
students, but has increased the level of
student satisfaction. And that helps us
fulfill our mission.
— Scott Segalewitz
Scott Segalewitz,
Associate Dean for Experiential Learning and Student Success
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Transformational Learning
Brian LaDuca was hired to manage a campus arts center.
Becky Blust directs the School of Engineering’s Innovation
Center, overseeing roughly 150 senior capstone projects for
external clients. Kevin Hallinan is a professor and former
chair of the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering with a passion for sustainability.
So how did these three end up working on Dayton’s opioid
crisis?
“Engineering has been willing to jump into the pool,” said
Brian LaDuca, executive director, Institute of Applied
Creativity for Transformation (IACT).
LaDuca is a fast talking, high energy guy who has

Experiential
Impact

transformed his background in the arts into a pedagogy
for teaching applied creativity and a platform to facilitate
transdisciplinary learning at UD.
Blust was an admitted skeptic until she became an IACT
Fellow in 2017. “I’m an engineer,” she said. “It’s gotta work
and be functional. I realized that I had overlooked the
applied part. It’s not enough to be creative, but how can that
creativity be applied to problems we need to solve?”
“Brian is helping everyone see that the only solutions are
those that break down silos,” Hallinan said. “He and his team
have helped develop collaborative processes that enable
students from all disciplines to work together, in such a way
that what is developed is much better than what could be
achieved from individual disciplinary perspectives.” He adds,
“Such skills are essential for engineers even more today.”
This spring, LaDuca recruited 12 faculty members teaching
14 classes with more than 300 students to focus on Dayton’s
opioid epidemic. A 4,000 square foot storage area was
offered by the University in support of the concept. The
space became the GEMnasium (Growth, Education,
Mindset), a creative playground that marries chain link walls
with nightclub lighting and a dash of yoga studio Zen. It was
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The GEMnasium is a 4,000 square foot former storage space that the University made available for a pilot project on applied creativity and
transdisciplinary learning that has gained the support of engineering faculty. More than 300 students from across campus focused on finding
solutions to Dayton’s opioid epidemic.

retrofitted for less than $10,000 to host academic

having a purpose — like work — helped addicts be

and meditation classes, “collision events” and

significantly more successful in treatment.

working meetings.

Those findings, coupled with a request from

Students studying everything from education and

Montgomery County leadership to help find a way

theater to business and engineering approached

to better manage recycling in public buildings, led

the problem within their discipline and then came

to the idea of creating jobs in recycling for people in

together to share ideas and learn from each other

recovery and leaving incarceration.

in the GEMnasium. According to Blust, students
responded well to the space and were excited by the
non-traditional learning that took place.
Hallinan’s engineering analysis (MEE460) students,
for example, used a government substance abuse
database to perform predictive modeling to
help determine factors that help opioid addicts
succeed in recovery. Their research found that

The opioid epidemic and the desire to effect change
strike close to Hallinan’s heart. He has lost four
family members to addiction and has seen several
more struggle with the disease.
“This is not traditional engineering,” he said. “Many
of our students have a deep need to connect. They
want to connect with others and work on real
problems.”
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University of Dayton President Eric Spina, a mechanical and aerospace engineer by training, and his wife Karen have been active supporters of the
GEMnasium. Here they attend one of several “collision” events seeking community input on student work.

At the spring GEMnasium summit, the nearly 200

the community after incarceration, while also

attendees voted overwhelmingly to move the MEE

meeting local workforce needs. It also aims to help

460 class’ idea for a recycling enterprise forward

employers develop environments conducive to

to the IACT summer Collaboration Accelerator.

retention of employees. Work will continue in the

There, 10 paid student interns from seven different

fall.

disciplines broadened the concept to create a
workforce development model called Freedom
Enterprises.
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“As educators we need to embrace ambiguity and
non-linear thinking,” LaDuca said. “Jobs are
changing faster than people can get degrees, so

The idea is to provide support, training and a living

students need to learn there is no right answer but

wage to people in recovery and those re-entering

a series of answers.”
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Brian LaDuca

Kevin Hallinan

Rebecca Blust

Tess Isemann, a fourth-year mechanical engineering major who took on a leadership role in the GEMnasium, says her experiences with the Institute
of Applied Creativity for Transformation has changed her career trajectory. She plans to use her engineering degree to pursue a career in research or
innovation with an eye toward addressing social justice issues.
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